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Notes for “Punjar”

Punjar is a work for solo soprano saxophone and live electronics. The elec-
tronics are used to: (1) expand the timbral range of the instrument, (2) allow for
the possibility of self accompaniment, providing additional “ensemble voices”
in the musical structure, based on material played by the soloist. Almost al l of
the electronically produced sounds are initiated and/or modified according to
the material played by performer. Finally, an important underlying idea for this
piece, “an ensemble controlled by one player”, is inspired by John Cage‘s work
in his Sonatas and Interludes for Prepared Piano (1946-48 ).

-Zack Settel 1997

Technical information for “Punjar”

Duration:
approximately 12 minutes

Additional Personnel:
sound engineer

Equipment needs:

items marked “X” will need to be provided by the concert producer

Electronics for the piece:
[X]Apple Macintosh G3 Power PC computer (266 mhz min.) with monitor
[]1 simple MIDI interface (Macintosh style)
[]1 MIDI controller with 2 sustain pedals (Yamaha MCS2 for example)
[X] 2 Shure sm57 or similar dynamic cardioid microphones and preamp, with
stands for soprano saxophone.
[X]2 loudspeakers and power amplifier
[] XLR<-->MIDI adaptors
[X]1 stereo graphic or parametric equalizer, and reverberator (optional)

General:
Powerful sound reinforcement system, with sub woofer(s).
1 Stage monitor for player (preferably with local on-stage, attenuation)
House mixer with at least two inputs (one stereo pair coming from elec-

tronics for piece).
Stereo Reverb

Misc.:
One low table approximately 24“ X 30” (60cmX80cm)

Description of installation:

The electronics for the piece are installed on a small table next to
the house mixer in the concert hall. The electronics receive three
signals from the stage (tow mic and one MIDI). Typically these
signals are routed to the electronics using a snake; (XLR<->
midi) adapters are used for the midi signal. The signals from the
stage are processed by the electronics. The outputs from the elec-
tronics (two stereo pairs) are sent to the house mixer. At the
house mixer, the sound engineer must add (stereo) reverb to the
stereo signals from the electronics. The stereo signals from the
electronics must be sent to the corresponding loudspeakers
(Left,Right).

Signals:
from stage:

Two Microphone outputs (XLR)
One Midi Source (Midi->XLR using adapter)

inputs to Electronics:
Two line level (stereo mini jack) signals from microphones

to computer
Midi In (XLR->Midi adapter)

outputs from Electronics:
Two Line level (stereo mini jack)

Installation time:
approximately 60 minutes (about 30 minutes required for

take-down)
On-stage space requirements:

4mX3m or larger (with adequate lighting for reading the
score)
Technical space requirements:
1 table 24“ X 48” next to the main concert hall mixer, with ade-
quate lighting for reading the score
Rehearsal requirements (minimum):

1 two hour session , outside of the general rehearsal
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